The torus has been a popular topology for multicomputers due to its ease of implementation. Existing networks, such as the torus, are graph topologies, where a channel connects exactly two nodes This paper argues that hypergraph topologies, where a chandel connects any number of d e s . are potential candidates for future highperformance multicomputer networks. The paper assesses the support of a multi-dimensional hypergdph, referred to as the Distributed Crossbar Switch Hypermesh (DCSH), and the torus for communication locality. The results show that DCSH is a more general structdre as it supports more efficiently a wide range of traffic patterns.
INTRODUCTION
Multicomputers are commonly organised as a set of nodes that communicate over an interconnection network. Each node contains a processing element (PE), and switching element (SE) responsible for routing. The success of these systems is highly dependent on the efficiency of their underlying networks [3, 20, 231. The network topology, which defines the way nodes are connected, has a great impact on performance. Implementation feasibility of topologies in various technologies has been researched extensively in the past [ l , 2, 7, 221. Feasibility studies are of crucial significance since any practical implementation will be subject to technology-specific limitations that may exclude certain desirable graphs. For example, implementation technology places bandwidth constraints on network channels, and these are an important factor in determining how well the theoretical properties of a given topology can be esploited.
On a single VLSI-chip, the network wiring densiry determines its overall system cost and performance For example, Dally [7] has shown that for a fixed wiring density, the 2-dimensional torus (or torus for short) outperforms the high-dimensional hypercube. because of its wider channels. His results have greatly influenced the design of current multicomputers. The lowdiameter usled in the iPsC/Z [17] and Cosmic replaced by the highdiameter torus (and its variation the mesh) in recent machines, such as the a single chip will not be achiwable for count) as the constraint applicable to current multichip technology, and reported that under such constraint, it is the hypercube which exhibits the superior performance. have ignored switching delays e the fact that these remain important in current technology [6, 221. Furthermore, both have considered a uniform traffic pattern only, disfavouring the torus a!; it is inherently unsuitable for such communication patterns.
The torus has been popular because of its efficient support for local communication, and its perceived jnodrtlarrty; it can be exlpanded simply by adding nodes and channels without any change to the existing node structure. Since torus nodes can be used as elementary building blocks, they are potentially marketable components. Unfortunately, this modularity is at the ejrpense of performance; for in a fixed-degree network, as the network size grows the channels must be increased in bandwidth to maintain the same performance [20] . The numbet'of pins on a torus node must, therefore, be increased With the system size, a fact that is obvious in a topology like the hypercube whose degree increases as the number of nodes grows, but less apparent for the torus.
Common multicomputer network topologies, such as the torus and cube, can be formally modelled as graphs of the form G = (!',E), defined over a set of vertices V and a set of edges E Each vertex typically represents a node, and The analysis makes realistic assumptions, ignored by previous studies [1,T] , such as including delays due to decision time and the use of pipelined-bit transmission to lower lhe effects of long wires.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the hypermesh and the DCSH. Section 3 outlines queueing models for the DCSH and torus under both uniform and non-uniform traffic distributions, and compares their performance. Finally, Section 4 concludes this study.
DISTRIBUTED CROSSBAR SWITCH HYPERMESH (DCSH)
The hypermesh is a regular k-ary n-dimensional hypergraph which has N = k"nodes, and is a Cartesian nproduct of a fundamental cluster, consisting of k nodes that are directly connected [4] Let dimensions be numbered n to 1. A node, v, can then be labelled by an n x 1 address vector with U, being the node's position in its dimension i cluster. Each node is connected to n(k -1) other nodes with which it differs in only one address digit, i.
The most interesting cases of the DCSH are those of low dimension (w=2 or 3), which not only have a low diameter, but map naturally into the physical space.
Furthermore, low-dimensional DCSHs can exploit an efficient layered implementation scheme that alleviates the most critical bandwidth constraints that the torus, hypercube, and other hypermesh implementations suffer from [ 141. instead of aiming to integrate a node on a single chip, the DCSN implementation employ a functional partitioning to separate processing and switching functions into physical layers, thereby increasing the available wiring density and reducing the pin-out requirements.
ANALYSIS
Although the torus can have either uni-directional or bidirectional channels, we will concentrate on the latter case since it is more popular in current multicomputers. Detailed derivations of the models, presented below, can be found in [ 181.
The models assume that messages are transmitted between SEs using wormhole routing [24] . A message is broken intoflits (a few bytes each) for transmission and flow control. The header flit, containing routing information, governs the route. As the header advances along a specified route, the remaining flits follow in a pipeline fashion. If the header encounters a busy channel, it is blocked until the channel is freed; the flow control within the network blocks the trailing flits. Wormhole routing has been widely used in multicomputers as it considerably reduces buffering requirements, and allows the implementation of simpler and faster SEs (6, 161
Nodes generate trafiic independently of each other at a rate which follows a Poisson process, with a mean of nt messagedcycle. Messages are B flits long, each flit requiring one-cycle transmission time.
Deadlock during message routing is avoided by using the virtual channel algorithm, proposed by
Restricted routing, where messages visit network dimensions in a predefined order, is a special case of this algorithm, and ensure deadlock-free routing in the DCSH.
In the torus, however, in addition to restricted routing, each physical channel is divided into two virtual channels to avoid deadlock. Restricted routing has been popular in multicomputers [13, 16, 19, 241 because it requires a minimal number of virtual channels, and thus allows the design of faster SEs [6, 161. Let dimensions in the DCSH and torus be numbered from 1 to n, with the destination node at the fictive dimension 0, and messages visit highernumbered dimensions first. The SE's decision time takes D, cycles. Previous studies of k-ary n-cubes have ignored the effects of decision time on performance and stressed those of long wires. This is unrealistic given current and foreseeable technology. Delays through SEs due to decision time are still significant and much higher than wire delays. Delays due to long wires can be made less of an issue by using bit-
The following analysis uses the sphere of locality model (the conclusions drawn apply equally to the other models [20]). A k" node network is divided into disjoint groups of N , = kS nodes each. All nodes within a group share the same sphere of locality (composed of the nodes within that group). A )message is destined for a node within the same sphere of locality as the source node (a sphere messoge) with a probability, , O, and to a node in a different sphere (a non-sphere message) with probability (1-p). Destinations of sphere messages are equiprobable, as are destinations of non-sphere messages. if p = (N, -1) / (N -1) the traditional uniform tratfic model is obtained. Let the channels be divided into two classes: sphere channels and non-sphere channels. Sphere channels are associated with the s lower dimensions while non-sphere channels are associated with the (n-s) higher dimensions. Sphere messages visit sphere channels only. Non-sphere messages, on the other hand, visit both sphere and nonsphere channels.
A. The DCSH Model
The average number of sphere and non-sphere channels visited by sphere and non-sphere messages respectively are given by
The factor ( N I N -I U S ) accounts for the fact that nonsphere message have it0 be destined to a different sphere from that of the source Under light traffic, the mean latency as latency, L, in a k-ary n-dimensional DCSH can be approximated by
L=a,D, +(l-P)nnscDr + B (3)
The first term in the: above equation accounts for the average number of SEs that a header flit visits while the second is the transmission time of the data flits. Under increased traffic however, message encounters blocking over network. channels All the dimensions are considered when determining the mean latency since the latency at dimension i (1 5 i S n) depends on dimensionsj (1 < I ) . Latency is determined first at the destination (dimension 0), and then propagated back to tot the source (dimension n).
Since both sphere and non-sphere messages visit dimension i (1 I 1 5 s) , the traffic rate (m, ) at dimension i is given
Only non-sphere messages visit dimension i (s < i < n), the traffic rate (mnSc )at dimension i is therefore given by 
L, = B (6)
Let us now determine the message latency seen by entering dimension i (1 i s s) belonging to the sphere of locality. The probability that a message skips a dimension is a = I / k . Given that a message has either passed through skipped dimension ;+I, the rates of trait that either pass through or skip dimension i are (the first subscript is for dimension i+l and the second for i ) 
B. The Torus Model
Although the torus can have either uni-directional or bidirectional channels, the discussion here will concentrate on the latter case since it is more popular in multicompu ters.
For simplicity, the model presented here does not take into account the effects of multiplexing the virtual channels onto the physical channels, and therefore underestimates the mean message latency. Nonetheless, it is sufficient for our comparative study because it provides an upper bound to the torus performance. A more detailed model would be more complicated to manage. Furthermore, it has been found that the general conclusions drawn from this study using the torus model are identical to those provided through simulation.
The derivation which foltows for wormhole latency in the torus is similar to that in Section 3.1 and, for brevity, only differences are shown. A sphere of locality in a k" node torus is a s-dimensional torus with ksS along a dimension. The average message distances for sphere and non-sphere messages are given by
The traffic rates (m, and mnsc) arriving at a given direction at dimension i (lgi 2 s) and ( s < i In) respectively can be written as
The traffic arriving at a direction at dimension i (1 5 i 5 s) is composed of eight streams, four Streams coming from each direction of the previous dimension. Given that the probability that a message skips dimension i (1 I i S s) is asc = 1 / k , , the latency seen by a message entering dimension i through a given direction is found to be The routing latency seen by a message that passes through dimension i is found to be
Given that a non-sphere message skips dimension i ( s c i I n ) with probability a = l / k , equations 20. 22, 23
for dimension i (s < i i n) can be written as
C. Results and Discussions
Due to the limited channel width, a message is broken intophits (i.e., channel words), each of which is transferred in one cycle. If the channel width is W bits, a message length A4 bits is broken up into B = M I W phits, each containing W bits. A flit, which is a unit of transfer for wormhole routing, can be composed of one or more phits. The results presented below assume that a flit is equal to one phit.
This section compares the 2-dimensional DCSH to the torus with fixed network size N and implementation cost. In a pure VLSI implementation, the bisection width [7] , that is the number of wires that cross the middle of the network, is an approximate measure of wiring density.
Assuming that a network is implemented in the 2-dimensional space with f i nodes in a dimension, the bisection widths of the DCSH and torus, with channel
In multi-chip implementations, where a node is implemented on a single chip, the node pin-out [l], i.e. node degree x channel width, is a more suitable cost metric. The node pin-out of the DCSH and torus can be written as
If the bisection width is fised, the channel width of the torus in terms of that of the DCSH is given by
In multiple-chip technology, assuming constant node pinout, the same channel width relationship as equation 31 is obtained. Therefore, under both constant bisection width and node pin-out constraints, the torus has k/4 wider channels than the DCSH.
To investigate whether the torus can take advantage of its wider channels to ouitperform the DCSH, let the network size be N = 1024 nodles, which is a moderately large system. Furthermore, k t us set W x w to 1 (DCSH) phit (or phit for short), and consider a message length of M = 61 (DCSH) phits. Fig. 2 depicts latency results that reveal the relative performance of DCSH and torus when traffic patterns contains an element of locality. The decision time is set as low as 1 cycle, which i!; an optimistic figure given current implementation technology [6, 16, 221. The x-axis in the figure represents the trrflic rate; the rate at which a node injects messages into tlhe network in a cycle. The y-axis gives the mean message latency to cross from the source to destination.
Performance improves when communication locality is exploited [IO] . This is because sphere messages go through fewer channels, and thus go through fewer blocking stages, and non-sphere messages experience less blocking because the traffic at non-sphere channels is reduced. Due to its interconnection structure, the torus relies on local communication to achieve good performance. This section investigates to what extent the torus needs to exploit locality in order to take advantage if its wider channels.
Figs. 2-a, b, and c show latency for three degrees of locality; high @=75?4), moderate (~?=50%), and low (p=20%). The sphere size in the DCSH is one cluster (i.e., the whole row); smaller sphere sizes than one cluster does other hand, a sphere contains eight nodes along the row.
This means that a local message travels, on average. two hops only in either direction. When applications generate traffic with strong degrees of locality, the torus uses its wider channels effectively, and provides better performance than the DCSH. As the degree of locality decreases, the torus performance degrades; when 20% of messages are local, the torus latency is higher at moderate to heavy t r S c loads.
Figs. 3-a and b reveal that when the decision time is increased to 2 cycles, the torus is outperformed by the DCSH at early lraffic loads, even when communication locality is as high as 75%. The torus is extremely sensitive to the effects of decision time, especially as the sphere size increases or the locality decreases since the message distance increases. Therefore, decision time in torus-based multicomputers has to be carefully engineered, and kept as low as possible to take advantage of any locality exhibited by the application. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
When compared to the toms, the DCSH is fUnCtiOMlly a more general topology as it supports more efficiently a wider range of traffic patterns. Although the torus has wider channels than the DCSH, for equal implementation cost in VLSI and multiplechip technology, its high sensitivity to decision time offsets this advantage. The performance cf the torus degrades sharply even with optimistic figures for decision time. This is because a message in the torus visits, on average, a greater number of nodes to reach its destination, and thus encounters higher blocking in the network. The results, presented here, have revealed the decision time in the torus must be kept as low as possible (at 1 cycle) to take m y performance advantage from exploiting strong communication locality. Moderate and low degrees (<=SO%) of locality do not favour the torus. When the decision time is increased to 2 cycles, which is still a realistic figure given current technology. the torus has no perfonnance advantages aver the DCSH even when locality is as strong as 75y0.
